Welcome to week 4

This term is certainly turning out to be extremely busy. We are doing a school play for the end of year celebration night. The students really enjoy doing a play and love dressing up and pretending. The students have pretty basic costumes so most of them will have what they need at home, if not we will try and source it at school. The student’s homework will be to learn their lines.

William Glasser Basic week
Last week I was lucky enough to attend a workshop called Glasser Basic week. The course is a 27 hour program on human behaviour. The program ran from Sunday to Wednesday which was well worth all the effort. We will be looking at some of this also in the classroom. The philosophy is that all behaviour is driven by 5 basic needs. So we act a certain way to meet one for the 5 basic needs. The needs are Survival, Power, Fun, Love and Belonging and Freedom. It also develops an understanding that we are in charge of our own behaviour. And that we need to reassess our behaviour to get what we want. It’s very interesting stuff to look at things from that point of view. Great to use with kids and adults, Mrs Goldie loves it.

School Camp
Good News. Thank you to the P&C who have very kindly donated some money for the school camp. They have been able to help us reduce the cost of camp to $100 per person which is excellent. We believe that school camp should be possible for all students wishing to attend and that money shouldn’t be a barrier. When Mrs Harvey is back at school she will start to send invoices home with the students for payment of $100 per person. Again a big thank you to our P&C who really value the children and know that that’s what the P&C is all about.

Athletics News
Last week Travis Larner competed at the state titles in athletics (discus) he did a great job and landed himself in 2nd place. That’s 2nd in Qld, he’s now off to Sydney at the end of November. For the National titles, which is a great effort. Congratulations Travis. Good Luck.

School Swimming
Don’t forget school swimming starts on the 6th of November. Our lessons will be from 9:40 to 10:40 which is so much better than last year when it was in the heat of the day.

Cheers Andrew

Tuckshop $4.50
Chicken Burger (mayo and cheese) chips and popper. Please pay by Thursday. Thank you.
This term is gliding by very quickly and the students are all excited about our end of term play. Term four is always a very hectic time of the year. Please make sure that your child is getting enough sleep and plenty of food in their lunchboxes to fuel their brains. This term in maths students are creating a portfolio of work so if they are away it makes it difficult to catch this work up.

Swimming starts week 6 please bring a bag with sunscreen, togs, swim shirt, towel, thongs, cap and goggles and a plastic bag to put their wet stuff in. Swimming also makes them hungry so maybe a bigger lunch will help them after swimming.

In English we have started our assessment on a story retell. We read Room on a Broom yesterday and students are creating a written retell on this book and drawing illustrations to go with each paragraph.

Any questions feel free to pop in and have a chat. Have a super dooper week! Angela, Madonna and Karen.
FAMILY FUN SOFTBALL DAY

WHEN: Saturday 29th October 10am
WHERE: Peter Dunn Sports Oval
ABOUT: Games will be based on the Social 7s rules where games are quick (approx. 1 hour) and high scoring due to runs for each base.

TEAMS OF 7
Each team must include 2 children (12 or under) and 2 Females.
$10 per player
Canteen and Bar available.

ENQUIRIES OR TO REGISTER A TEAM:
Paula Wilkinson 0429408001 or School Office 41603333.

Quote of the week:
I exercised once, but found out I was allergic to it! My skin flushed and my heart raced. I got sweaty and short of breath. Very dangerous!

HAVE YOU TALKED TO LEON ABOUT MY SISTER YET?
NOPE, I REFUSE TO MEDDLING IN OTHER PEOPLE'S LIVES.
HAVE YOU FORGOTTEN IT WAS MY SISTER WHO INTRODUCED ME TO YOU?
WHERE WOULD WE BE IF SHE HADN'T MEDDLED?

RIGHT. SO YOU SEE MY POINT.
Friday 28 October
Margaret Kelly Hall at the Mundubbera State School

Kindy to Year 4  5.30pm to 6.45pm
Year 5 to High School  7.15pm to 9pm

Cost: $5 - covers entry sausage on bread and popper + insurance

Parents/ guardians to drop off and pick up children from the door when signing in & out

Parents of kindy children are requested to stay and supervise the children